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download twc4 fight management edition freeQ: Javascript and array lookup performance issue I have the following function: var index = Array.prototype.indexOf.call(data, indexData); if (index === -1) { //... } which I have in a loop for every entry in a data object. The data object has an object that has an array of objects (mapped through a
custom object). On each iteration, I have to find the index of the object in the mapped array. What is slower: finding the index, or finding the object? In addition, there are about 500 entries in data, and the mapped array contains about 1000 objects. If I do this in an iteration for a loop: var index = Array.prototype.indexOf.call(data,

data.objects[i].properties[j]); if (index === -1) { //... } performance is terrible. If I store it in a variable and use a function: var index = Array.prototype.indexOf.call(data, function (obj) {return obj.properties[j];}); if (index === -1) { //... } performance is much better. This seems crazy. Is there a reason for this? I just want to be able to find the
position of the object in the array. What is the underlying issue here? A: The fastest way for now would be using an object, rather than a function: var index = {'fields': [], 'objects': []}; index.objects[i].properties[j].index = Array.prototype.indexOf.call(index.objects, data); Then, to find the index for the object, you can do:

index.objects[i].properties[j].index; Or, it would be more readable to do: data.indexOf(index.objects[
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Edition Free Download Hindi Dubbed Movies Individual NPCs can have strong or weak attributes that affect their personalities.

Although this info is not made available in-game, it can be obtained by scanning items in-game or, in the case of clothing, by taking
a screenshot. During the course of the game, two more info signs will appear, along with the NPC's name, beneath their faces.

These signs appear when the following conditions are true: 1) the NPC has been scanned; 2) the player has recruited that NPC's
general to increase the player's nation's tech; 3) a stock from the NPC's gear has been received; 4) a conversation with that NPC has
been initiated; 5) the NPC has made the necessary inquiries to increase the player's nation's weapon stats; 6) the NPC has made the
necessary inquiries to increase the player's nation's armor stats; 7) the player has had a conversation with that NPC, for example; 8)

the player has taken in a currency from that NPC's stock; 9) that NPC has asked for a favor from the player; 10) that NPC has
received the player's help in some fashion. Your nation's Econ Bar is a gauge of the economic strength of your nation. The economy
of your nation will start off at between 100 and 400 Econ Bars, depending on what parts of the world the nation has colonized. The

economy will go up and down, depending on whether or not you have constructed specific buildings and whether or not your
general(s) are settled. Construction of settlements and city leaders reduces the Econ Bar. If your economy is up, you will be able to
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